
EventStorming Workshop
For Agile Team Members Wanting To Model And Understand Complex Business Domains.

April 20-21  •  Innovation Pavilion, Denver

TICKETS

Early Bird Discount $1,400.00 - $1,090.00 Expires March 20

Early Bird - Team Ticket  (5 seats for price of 4) $7,000.00   $4,360.00 Expires March 20

info@virtualgenius.com        @virtualgenius

www.virtualgenius.com
Private classes available upon request. Contact us for details.

About the Workshop  
EventStorming enables a team struggling with understanding and exploring 
a complex business problem to model that problem collaboratively in hours 
instead of weeks. In this workshop you’ll learn how this technique quickly 
generates shared understanding and insights into how the software can, and 
should, support the business capability being explored.

This workshop will teach you EventStorming and how it can help your team. 
EventStorming provides a method for succeeding at the collaborative modeling required for Domain-Driven Design 
(DDD), enabling you to engage domain experts in developing a visual shared understanding of the your business domain 
complexity and how it can be addressed in software.

In EventStorming, development team members and business people gather in a room and together they create a visual 
map of the flow of events - important things that happen - through concrete business examples. They use sticky notes to 
map out a story of how the software system behaves, or should behave, given a particular business problem to solve.

Immersive. 
Understandable.

 Awesome!



Requirements
This workshop is for agile team members wanting to model and understand complex business domains. Workbooks 
and all other workshop materials are provided. Laptops are welcome, but will not be needed for the exercises.

Testimonials
“Awesome! Insightful! Engaging! Paul does a great job of breaking down a complex subject into easily digestible 
pieces. Wouldn’t change a thing.”
— Brian Hollister, Supervisor of Application Development - Healthesystems 

“Refreshing, insightful and authoritative. An engaging instructor backed up by real word experience of applying DDD.”
—Naeem Sarfraz, Solutions Architect - Barrett Steel

“It’s clear that Paul truly believes in what he teaches, and his expertise and measured demeanor creates a level of 
trust with his students that facilitates learning in a safe environment.  His technical pockets are deep, and regardless 
of the question asked by a student, he provides a concrete answer from his own consulting experience often backed 
with examples from the agile literature.”
— Stephen Ahlgren, Software Developer - Alteryx

“Immersive. Understandable. Awesome! Paul has an excellent grasp of the concepts he teaches, and his techniques 
really help cement what is taught in your mind. He’s an excellent communicator.” 
— Frank van den Brink, Software Craftsman - Pragmatist

Learning Objectives
Introduction to EventStorming goals and techniques• 
Modeling events, commands, external systems, • 
business rules, personas, etc.
Diving more deeply into collaborative modeling and • 
exploring alternate paths
How to facilitate an effective EventStorming session • 
in your organization
Identifying DDD context boundaries• 
Identifying and modeling aggregates• 
Growing a ubiquitous language for your context• 
Communication between aggregates• 
Exploring and rectifying race conditions• 
Implementing EventStorming insights using • 
Event Sourcing
EventStorming and BDD• 
Exploring and enforcing DDD context boundaries • 
(integration patterns between contexts)

About the Teacher
Paul Rayner is one of the world’s 
leading BDD and DDD practitioners. 
He is a programmer, coach, mentor, 
trainer, and popular international 
conference speaker. With over 
25 years of hands-on software 
development experience in a variety 
of industries, Paul is a seasoned agile 
design coach and leadership mentor, 

helping teams ignite their design skills via DDD, BDD and 
UXD. He co-founded the DDD Denver meetup. 

His company, Virtual Genius LLC, provides training and 
coaching in collaborative design for agile teams. Paul is from 
Perth, Australia, but chooses to live, work and play with 
his wife and two children, in Denver, Colorado. He tweets 
with an Australian accent at @ThePaulRayner and blogs at 
thepaulrayner.com. 
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